An overview of
the technology space
Since 2012 when the use of smartphones and internet became popular in Uganda, technological growth
sharply increased especially among the young population, the tech space has been very influential in the
growth of Uganda as a country, especially the financial
and agricultural sectors. The increasing rate of digitization has the potential to drive economic development
and social prosperity.
The United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) is on a mission to build an inclusive digital economy towards inclusion and leaving no one behind and
has identified the fundamental elements to achieve this
goal as; digital infrastructure, skills, policy and innovation. Additionally, the Mastercard Foundation acknowledges technology as a key factor in the implementation
of its Young Africa Works Strategy across seven countries including Uganda, as it has created opportunities
for young people, unlocked challenges in organizations
and influenced strategic partnerships.
Many young people joined the technology space as a
result of passion and the need to help people in their
communities. They have taught themselves how to create tools while utilizing the opportunities availed by innovation and startup companies. Having realized the
potential of technology, more private and public sector
players have come up to support the growth of ideas
and the needed talent for the space.

Over the years, there have been a number of innovation
competitions organised by telecommunication companies e.g. MTN, Orange and Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) aimed at rewarding the best ideas.
In due time, hubs across Kampala have also begun
to spring up as young innovators and startups sought
co-working space to work on their ideas. On a global
scale, startups like Facebook inspired communities to
form and develop technology driven solutions addressing challenges in sectors such as Agriculture, Healthcare and Finance. In 2018, Global System for Mobile
Association (GSMA) Ecosystem Accelerator Program
cited these hubs as the “Backbone of Africa’s tech ecosystem” reporting about 16 active innovation hubs in
Uganda1.

https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/blog/618-active-tech-hubs-the-backbone-of-africas-tech-ecosystem/
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Drivers of
transformation
In Uganda, the youth are using technology to solve
challenges such as making payments more accessible,
increasing financial inclusion for women and vulnerable
people and managing businesses better. The inclusion
of digital payments and platforms for the agricultural
value chain have eased life through convenience.
It is provident that this trend is bound to take over the
world in the years to come. Looking back, the growth
already achieved greatly inspires investment in the
sector with a number of young people quitting formal
employment to participate in the tech space. With the
COVID-19 pandemic, people are adapting to the trend
of digitization as the new normal. More businesses and
individuals have embraced digital transformation to aid
working from home, connecting with their customers
and accepting payments for their goods or services.
The pandemic also alarmed other sectors like education which is one of the most hard hit sectors to embrace
technology. With the need to practice social distancing,
schools and institutions of learning can no longer rely
on the traditional approach of learning, this therefore
calls for alternative ways to reach the learners. However, only a few players within the sector were able to
adapt to e-learning platforms.

The rise in demand for essential services from
small businesses has also fostered digital transformation as business owners are now thinking
about different distribution channels to deliver
their items to consumers amidst the lockdown presented by COVID-19. In response to this, Beyonic
has waived fees for outgoing payments thus attracting new customers like the next door duuka
during this period.

More so, there has been limited innovation for the sector, a concrete and feasible solution to the education
challenges presented by the pandemic needs to be
created.

Innovators on the other hand are continually thinking of ways to solve the challenge businesses are
facing.

Challenges hindering
the development of
the sector
Although technology has had a lot of influence on
Uganda’s growth in the last decade, the sector is still
under-utilized. With the introduction of the social media tax, the number of Ugandans using the internet has
dropped. To access most digital platforms, the end user
has to have access to the internet which is inaccessible
by a large section of the population. This therefore creates a barrier on the digitalisation of especially small
businesses because of the cost implications it has to
them.
Lack of appropriate infrastructure for example lack of
a feasible financial infrastructure especially for digital
payments where there is no switch making it costly for
businesses and tech entrepreneurs to carry out integrations. Additionally, there is lack of a proper and an
accessible national database for people in the technology space to simplify their work.
Women are not only underrepresented in the technological space but also have a hardship in adapting to
the digital tools, even though they own most of the
small businesses which have a great need for digitization. The women are conservative in their thinking to
dominate the sector and still lack the confidence to take
up initiatives to follow their ideas.

Uganda is largely dominated by the youth who
have energy to drive change. However these
youths lack the necessary skills required to compete in the sector.
Most technological companies lack the required
workforce that is ready and better equipped to
fulfill the demands of the labour market which
has inhibited their growth. Lucrezia Bitete, Advisor at Refactory observed that while at Laboremus, they faced a challenge of finding locally
talented software developers to meet their software market internationally.
Most youths lack the needed exposure to inspire
their ideas to life. Most of them have not had
enough work experience from being employed
or been part of the building process of a company from scratch. They do not know the patience
and perseverance involved in building a company, most give up in the early beginnings.
Exposure played a big role in shaping the technology career of Nicholas Kamanzi, Head of
Payments at SafeBoda, he imagined his ideas
impossible because he lagged behind on the
technological trends and thus could not compete
with other students from prestigious universities
like Makerere University. However together with
his friends, he used this challenge to create
opportunities for themselves while solving challenges in the community.

Paving the
way forward
It has been realized that the demand for technology
sparks up as more usable technology comes up. Tech
entrepreneurs should aim at creating tools that add value to people. People are interested in the kind of technology that simplifies life for them. This is particularly
possible if innovators create tools that solve the exact
needs of the intended target group and this will also go
ahead to create a transparent technology sector that
companies and other sectors can trust.
Although the technology sector is growing, there is limited capacity building to develop the sector. The government and other companies need to invest in talent
for the technology space. This could be done through
promoting digital literacy among Ugandans to not only
build talent but also enable the country as a whole to
benefit from the opportunities availed by digitalization
and technology.
Technology should take root in Uganda and be the
driver for development in the country. The tech space
should be a supportive ecosystem where entrepreneurs
can get aligned to the right people so that they can
learn from each other. Collaboration should be encouraged so that tech entrepreneurs can work together to
not only grow but also create solutions to challenges in
the communities.
The tech entrepreneurs in Uganda need to work together to create a technology based solution for the challenge presented in the education sector by COVID-19
outbreak.

If an EdTech tool is created, the government
should be able to support it through creating policies that make it mandatory for citizens to use
the tool.
Tech entrepreneurs should desist from discussing and leaving ideas on paper. They should carry out pilot studies with the target groups of people so as to get the right information and data
to be able to craft needs based products. The
right information can also be obtained through
listening and observing how people interact and
carryout with their lives. This will enable the end
solution to be tailored to the needs of people on
a daily basis.
There is a need to build strong systems and
institutions that will continuously improve and
provide the needed services to people. The
Mastercard Foundation acknowledges that the
world is ever changing and it is uncertain what
sector will emerge as an opportunity in the near
future. Therefore it is important to develop country based strategies and to work with the local
organisations to create lasting impact.
The Mastercard Foundation has a goal of creating thirty million jobs for young people in Uganda. They are considering technology as a sector
that can enable them to realize this goal at a
large scale since there is a high demand for the
need. The Foundation will innovate new ways
to avoid disruptions in the execution of their
strategy as it is impossible to solve problems or
achieve different results by doing the same thing
over and over again.

the
panelists
Samuel Yalew Adela, Country Head Uganda of Mastercard Foundation
Despite having over five years’ experience in education and development, Samuel acknowledges technology as a key component of development and points out the need to
leverage it in all sectors of the economy.

Doreen Lukandwa, Head of Marketing and Customer Success at Beyonic
Beyonic makes last-mile digital payments in emerging markets easy, by freeing clients to
focus on making their businesses and communities thrive. Doreen has over 10 years’ experience in the financial services sector in Africa, being part of the team that launched MTN
Mobile Money and other Digital Financial Service projects in Uganda.

Evelyn Namara, Founder of Vouch Digital
Vouch Digital is known for digital entitlements but is currently coming up with digital incidents and APIs. Evelyn worked with several companies including Linux solutions and
Orange Telecom as a Systems Administrator before building Vouch Digital to fulfill her
passion in technology and development. She has experience in business and technology
especially cash transactions through working for Solar Sister and Beyonic.

Gerald Otim, CEO of Ensibuuko
Ensibuuko is a platform that offers better banking solutions for SACCOs and Saving
Groups. Since its start in 2014, the company has grown to 74 SACCOs and 700 Saving
Groups with 120,000 paying accounts on the platform. The platform is built on a Software
as a Service (SaaS) model and generates its revenue based on the accounts signed up.

Solomon Kitumba, Founder of Swipe2pay
Swipe2pay is a fintech company that enables SMEs to accept both card and mobile money as a mode of payment. Previously a law student, Solomon embraced the tech sector
after Go Connect, a platform he co-created became the most used website in Uganda. Due
to the outbreak of COVID-19, Swipe2pay has seen tremendous growth with its revenue
shooting from UGX 1 million in a month to UGX 7 million. The company has since rolled
out other payment plans and is building a marketplace for all market places in Uganda.

Stella Lugalambi, Co-Founder of Hamwe East Africa
Stella got interested in technology after working at D-Mark Mobile as a Business Director. She co-founded Hamwe East Africa, a company that started in 2013 to solve payment challenges within the cattle corridor in Uganda. Hamwe East Africa directly works
with 48,000 farmers spread all over the rural areas in Uganda. The company has over
the years built five systems all of which have won different awards from The Innovation
Village, United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCD) and National Social Security
Fund.

Viola Nuhwa, Head of Talent at Tunga
Viola works with Tunga as the Head of Talent. Tunga creates better opportunities for
African Talent.

Lorna Okeng, Founder of Telemuseum
Telemuseum is an online platform created to awaken and preserve heritage. Lorna discovered that there was limited interaction between technology and culture and founded
Telemuseum to fill the gap. She joined the tech space after working with several telecom
companies that helped to cement her career in storytelling using technology.

Nicholas Kamanzi, Head of Payments at SafeBoda
Safe Boda makes payments more accessible and increases financial inclusion for boda
riders. Nicholas’ tech journey started when he co- founded Yoza with Solomon Kitumba, an
on demand laundry business that failed. However, he used this as a learning experience
for his work with SafeBoda.

Lucrezia Biteete, Strategic Advisor at Refactory
Refactory is a tech program tailored to make tech talents job-ready. Lucrezia founded the
the Norwegian African Business Association and chaired the Nordic Business Association
in Uganda. She also worked as Managing Director at Laboremus Uganda Ltd. Laboremus
develops financial software solutions for the local and international markets.

